BIO 170 Marine Life

You must have at least one other person (student, preferably) use this form to review your presentation before you give your presentation to the class. Remember your presentation should be 5-7 minutes in length. Please do your best to limit your presentation to 10 minutes or less.

Reviewer's Name: ____________________________
Your Name: ________________________
Title of Presentation: ________________________________________
Running time of Presentation: ____________

CONTENT EVALUATION: Does the presenter clearly define central terms and concepts? Are important points illustrated by examples, research findings, etc.?

ORGANIZATION AND STYLE: Is the presentation clearly organized around the organisms’ life history? How logical and effective is the presentation? Are there effective transitions between topics? Are the introduction and conclusion effective? Is word choice appropriate? Are photos, slides, media, etc., logical and clear? Is the presenter’s style appropriately objective?

GENERAL COMMENTS: What are the overall strengths and weaknesses of the presentation? What revisions should be made to improve the presentation and make it acceptable for final grading?